The research of Boolean index sets of graphs is one of the most important graph theories in the graph theory . Boolean index sets of graphs are to use the vertex sets and the edge sets of graphs to study the characteristics of various graphs and their inherent characteristics through corresponding the mapping function to 2 Z . It's theory can be applied to information engineering, communication networks, computer science, economic management, medicine, etc. The edge-balance index set is an important issue in Boolean index set. In this paper, we defined edge-friendly labeling of the graph, edge-balance index set of the graph and the 
Binary labeling is a simplification of graceful labeling, introduced by Cahit [1] in his seminal paper on cordial graphs. Since then, other nation of balance in binary labeling( [2] and [3] for example) have been introduced and much work has been done to classify graphs. So far, the problem is far from complete, though there are classification of index sets for specific graph classes (see [4] and [5] for example ).
Our objective is to assign a binary labeling to some substructure of graphs so that the assignment is balanced and induces a labeling on some other substructure. We then attempt to classify the degree of imbalance in the induced labeling of the graph. We hope that such an index set could form an invariant that in some way can distinguish classes of graphs. In this paper, we focus on the edge-balance index set of a class of nested network graphs.
For basic graph theoretic nation and definitions see Diestel [6] . All graphs 
to be 0 if it is incident to more 0-edges than 1-edges and 1 if it is incident to more 1-edges than 0-edges, if the vertex v is incident to an equal number of 0-and 1-edges, leave it unlabeled. Hence
, and
. If no ambiguity occurs, we could omit the subscript and simply write () ei and () vi respectively. The edge-balance index set of the graph G , denoted by
an edge friendly labeling of  G . [7] Specifically, the maximum of edge-balance index denoted by max    
G EBI
The following construction of graph were considered in [8] . Because the power circles nested graph were nested by the power circle graph and the paths shape graph. For convenience, we will label respectively the power circle graph and the paths shape graph.
In the paths shape graph, we mark all edges for 0-edge which are in the paths 
At the same time, the all edges in which 
were marked as 0. And let the label of edges     1 4 +1,2 ; 9 9 ,1 3 ; 1 26 27 ,1 3 ; ,
were signed 0-edges. In addition, the edges In the power circles graph, let the edges
were signed 0-edges in the circle
Let the edges were signed 0-edge except the edges
; 25 27 ,1 3
We mark all edges for 0-edge which are in the circles 
were signed 0-edges in the circle 5  6  27  26  25  24  23  22   3 3 , 3 3 , 3 3 , 3 3 were also labeled as 0, the others edge in the circles is labeled as 1.
In the graph, there are In this labeled graph, the vertices of the outside circle have 3 adjacent edge, and the edges adjacent to the vertices of the inner circle are 5, the edges next to the vertices of others circles are 6. The degree of all 0-vertex is six. Others vertices with six degree except one is unlabeled is 1-vertices. All the vertices with five and three degree is 1-vertices. What's more, the adjacent edges with 0-vertex is 0-edge, the adjacent edge with 1-vertex whose degree is six and five is two, the adjacent edges with 1-vertex whose degree is three is only one. When we change the 0-vertex into 1-vertex or unlabeled vertex, we must take out three 0-edges. Thus, we exchange one 0-edge and 1-edge at random, the Below transform is based on the biggest index labeled graph constructed form lemma 1, and every step all proceeds is based on the previous step to transform, which in turn constructs labeling graphs corresponding with the index. First, build an even index set:
Step 1: Exchange         
we can obtain these labeled graphs of even edge-balance indexes which are   
we can obtain these labeled graphs of even edge-balance indexes which are
Step 
we can obtain these labeled graphs of even edge-balance indexes which are     
Step 9: In turn exchange
we can obtain these labeled graphs of even edge-balance indexes which are   Odd index collection structures as follows:
Step Step 2: In turn exchange
we can obtain 10 labeled graphs of odd edgebalance indexes which are   Repeat the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth step when the even index set were structured, we can obtain these labeled graphs of odd edge-balance indexes which are respectively   Proof: First, structure the graphics with the maximum edge -balance index:
Because the power circles nested graph were nested by the power circle graph and the paths shape graph. For convenience, we will label respectively the power circle graph and the paths shape graph.
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